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Disclosures
Options trading entails significant risk and is not appropriate for all investors. Certain
complex options strategies carry additional risk. Before trading options, please read
Characteristics and Risks of Standardized Options. Supporting documentation for any
claims, if applicable, will be furnished upon request.
Examples in this presentation do not include transaction costs (commissions, margin
interest, fees) or tax implications, but they should be considered prior to entering into any
transactions.
The information in this presentation, including examples using actual securities and price
data, is strictly for illustrative and educational purposes only and is not to be construed as
an endorsement or recommendation.
Technical analysis focuses on market action — specifically, volume and price. Technical
analysis is only one approach to analyzing stocks. When considering which stocks to buy
or sell, you should use the approach that you're most comfortable with. As with all your
investments, you must make your own determination as to whether an investment in any
particular security or securities is right for you based on your investment objectives, risk
tolerance, and financial situation. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

Goals of today’s presentation
Using Technical Analysis to plan options trades
What we will cover:

 Support and Resistance
 Trading with the trend

 Using Moving Averages
 Breakouts

 Bollinger Bands

 Exit Strategies from technical analysis signals

What is a Support and Resistance?
• Support and resistance (S&R) levels occur at reversal points.
Reversal points are where buyers and sellers are evenly
matched, neither is dominant.
• S&R levels are shown on the chart with a horizontal line
extended in the past and future.
• Prices tend to stop at these levels in the future.

• Breaking these levels implies that the buyers or seller earlier
holding the price at a support or resistance level are now
gone.

How can I use Support and Resistance in options trades?
 Helps to choose strikes for Calls and Puts
 Gives you an entry point for a directional trade
 Can use for determining legs of multi leg trades i.e. middle strikes for an iron
condor
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The importance of trend
Uptrend

• Technical analysis is based on one
major principle – trend.

• Trends arise from the interaction of
buyers and sellers.

• The more aggressive one is over the
other, the steeper the trend.
• Profit is made from a trend in prices.

Downtrend

No Trend

• Trend’s direction is described by the
relative location of peaks and troughs.
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Trend
Trade with the trend. Remember, the trend is your friend!

The trend is considered to be intact until a preponderance of evidence proves
otherwise.
If the underlying is in an up trend, you would want to use bullish options
strategies, i.e. buy calls or sell puts

Conversely, if the underlying is in a down trend, you would want to use bearish
options strategies, i.e. buy puts or sell calls
If the underlying is trading sideways, consider options strategies that favor
range bound securities, i.e. condors, butterflies, strangles, or straddles
Always be aware of signs that a trend may be ending and manage risk and
trades accordingly!

What are Moving Averages (MA)?
• Indicators designed to detect the start, continuation, and reversal of a trend.
• Simple Moving Averages give equal weight to each period.

• Exponential Moving Averages give more mathematical weight to more
recent data.
• MAs do not anticipate reversals. They merely confirm after the actual
reversal has taken place (since they are based on historical data).

• Shorter term moving averages are more sensitive to changes in price and
indicate trend reversals more quickly.

• However, shorter term moving averages also generate more false signals.

• Technical analysis traders will often use combinations of moving averages to
help manage false signals and to confirm reversals through one or more
“crossovers”.

Moving average crossovers as signals of trend change
•

•

•

•

Plotting a shorter term MA
vs. a longer term MA
results in “crossovers”.
Notice the 50 period SMA
crossing above the 200
period SMA as
confirmation of the
uptrend that had begun.
Notice the 50 period SMA
crossing below the 200
period SMA as
confirmation that the
uptrend was correcting.
There is no “right
combination” of moving
averages. Many variables
determine what
combination can be used.
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Breakouts defined
• The most common sign of a trend change is a breakout.

• A breakout occurs when a trend line or support or resistance,
level or zone, is exceeded up or down.

• It signifies that a change in buyer and seller behavior is occurring
and thus is often an early signal of a trend beginning or ending.
• Trend line breakouts (breaking higher out of downtrends or
breaking lower out of uptrends) usually signal trend endings.

• Support or resistance breakouts usually signal trend beginnings.
• Many successful trading systems depend on a breakout strategy.

Breakouts
Many people like to trade stock and ETF Breakouts. Trading breakouts
with options is no different. In fact, there are traders who will use
options as stock/ETF replacements with >70 Delta (remember, the
greater the Delta the more the option acts like the stock)

Traders will looks for a confirmed breakout and use an appropriate options
strategy for the direction of the break.
Breakout to the upside? Use a bullish strategy, such as buying
calls or selling puts

Breakout to the downside? Use a bearish strategy, such as buying
puts or selling calls

Bollinger Bands
Description

Bollinger Bands are a type of price envelope developed by John Bollinger. Bollinger Bands are envelopes
plotted at a standard deviation level above and below a simple moving average of the price. Bollinger
bands help determine whether prices are high or low on a relative basis.

How this indicator works:
•
•
•
•
•

When the bands tighten during a period of low volatility, it raises the likelihood of a
sharp price move in either direction. This may begin a trending move.
When the bands separate by an unusual large amount, volatility increases and any
existing trend may be ending.
Prices have a tendency to bounce within the bands’ envelope, touching one band then
moving to the other. You can use these swings to help identify potential profit targets.
Price can exceed or hug a band envelope for prolonged periods during strong trends.
A strong trend continuation can be expected when the price moves out of the bands.
However, if prices move immediately back inside the band, then the suggested strength
is negated.

How are Bollinger Bands used for option trades?
Bollinger Bands can be extremely useful to options traders.

 They can give you an idea about volatility in the underlying and
can help determine if the options are “expensive” and maybe a
selling strategy might be more appropriate.
 They can be used to help determine if the options are “cheap”
and therefore a buying strategy might be more appropriate
 Also, Bollinger Bands can be used to help with directional
trades, when the price has been riding along the band for an
extended period of time, it can indicate a strong trend in that
direction.

 Bollinger Bands can be used to identify a range bound security
and determine where the range has been.

Bollinger Bands
This example illustrates
many of the central
concepts employed while
using Bollinger Bands:

Riding Upper Band

• Narrowing or widening
bands
• Riding the upper or
lower band

Oscillating between Bands

• Price action oscillating
between bands
Bands Narrowing
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Additional Resources on Fidelity.com
 Brokerage Coaching: Trading Strategy Desk Coaching
Sessions

 These interactive sessions focus on a wide range of trading related topics and allow
investors to ask questions and discuss their trading experiences with members of
the Trading Strategy Desk during a guided discussion.
 Find upcoming sessions here: www.fidelity.com/coaching

 Learning Center on Fidelity.com: www.fidelity.com/learning-center
 Technical Analysis Webinar Series
 Options strategy Guide

 Technical Analysis Indicator Guide

